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	Contemporary Environmental Issues and Challenges in Era of Climate Change, 9789813295940 (9813295945), Springer, 2019

	
		Over the last few decades, unprecedented global population growth has led to increased demand for food and shelter. At the same time, extraction of natural resources beyond the Earth’s resilience capacity has had a devastating effect on ecosystems and environmental health. Furthermore, climate change is having a significant impact in a number of areas, including the global hydrological cycle, ecosystem functioning, coastal vulnerability, forest ecology, food security, and agricultural sustainability. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), only immediate and sustained action will prevent climate change causing irreversible and potentially catastrophic damage to our environment. 

	
		This book presents various scientific views and concepts, research, reviews, and case studies on contemporary environmental issues in changing climate scenarios and highlights different adaptation measures. Increasing awareness of modern-day patterns of climate change, it addresses questions often raised by environmental scientists, researchers, policymakers and general readers. 
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CorelDRAW: The Official GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Only Corel-Authorized Guide to CorelDRAW X4
Create fine art and commercial graphics with one powerful tool! CorelDRAW X4: The Official Guide shows you how to get a visual message across with impact and style; edit photos; build captivating layouts; and compose scenes in a clean, attention-getting style. Learn how...


		

El-Ahwat, A Fortified Site from the Early Iron Age Near Nahal 'Iron, Israel (Culture and History of the Ancient Near East)Brill Academic Publishers, 2011

	Archaeological report on el-Ahwat, a mysterious but important site in the highlands of ancient Canaan. In previous publications, the author suggested that el-Ahwat may be identified with the biblical site of harosheth hagoiim (Judges 4-5).


	I first heard of el-Ahwat in the summer

	of 1995, when I was invited

	to see the new site...

		

iPhone Open Application Development: Write Native Objective-C Applications for the iPhoneO'Reilly, 2008
Certain technologies bring out everyone's hidden geek, and iPhone did the moment it was released. Even though Apple created iPhone as a closed device, tens of thousands of developers bought them with the expressed purpose of designing and running third-party software. In this clear and concise book, veteran hacker Jonathan Zdziarski -- one of the...




	

What Is HTML5?O'Reilly, 2011

	HTML5: Everyone’s using it, nobody knows what it is. I realize that sounds more like a line out of an existential movie — maybe Waiting for Godot or a screenplay by Sartre — than a statement about HTML5. But it’s really...


		

PHP Application Development with NetBeans: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Productivity is an important factor for a software developer. A good development

	environment or surrounding tools with the essence of a particular programming flavor can

	boost up our coding productivity and yield a quality and optimized software product. In

	order to maintain a fast-paced development, developers seek the environment...

		

Why Service Stinks...and Exactly What to Do About It!Kaplan Business, 2003
Customer service expert T. Scott Gross surveyed 10,000 very vocal consumers and talked one-on-one with service people around the globe with the hope of creating a psychological profile of the perfect customer service employee.

Gross’s new book Why Service Stinks contains the results of his research along with studies from...
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